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KIDS NIGHT OUT

 JIMMY THE GREEK’S FROZEN 4-MILER

YOUTH SPORTS

Ready, set, go!  In partnership with Jimmy the
Greek’s, this annual 4-mile race supports our “Send

a Kid to Camp Fund”.  We had a great turnout
despite the frigid weather, with just under 150

registrants!  We want to give a massive shoutout to
our extraordinary community, volunteers, and staff.
A super special thanks to Landry’s Shop'n Save for

their  water donation. 

We are thrilled to announce
that basketball season is in
full swing! Our travel teams

have been having a blast
partaking in friendly

competition, honing their
skills, and learning about the

importance of
sportsmanship. Meanwhile,
our youth clinics have been

busy focusing on the
fundamentals of the sport, as
well as teamwork, for all our
future stars. We are grateful
to our high school athletes

and coaches for their
unwavering support. Their

presence at games and
practices have gone a long
way in building a sense of

community among our
players!

Our staff traveled to New
Hampshire for the annual

Northern New England
Recreation & Parks

Conference! From top-
notch informative sessions

to riveting discussions, they
soaked up all the details

and returned bursting with
excitement to share their

newfound wisdom. Get
ready for some exciting

plans in the future!

CONFERENCE50+ CLUB

Our January early release
got a sizzling twist with a
visit from Mad Science of
Maine and their Fire & Ice

show! We were treated to an
explosion of laughter and

got to be part of the
electrifying performance!
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Our group had the time of
their lives, chowing down
on pizza and cheering on
the Maine Celtics! To top

it off, they each came
home sporting a new hat!
We can’t wait to catch the

Maine Mariners game in
March!

January was an exciting
month for the group!

They indulged in their
monthly mystery meals,

won prizes during BINGO
game day, visited an art
studio to paint their own

pottery, and enjoyed
popcorn during a

matinee outing at the
movie theater!


